The rapid flow and sheer volume of mission-critical voice, data, alerts, messaging, maps and video information can be overwhelming. L3Harris hC2 Software Suite streamlines complexities by collecting and analyzing thousands of data points to deliver a comprehensive Common Operational Picture (COP) up and down echelon to land, air and maritime joint forces.

When deployed collectively, hC2 COMMAND, hC2 PATROL and hC2 DISMOUNT become powerful weapons in tactical arsenals through enhanced mission effectiveness and increased warfighter safety. They blend proven Command and Control (C2) technologies with a robust set of features that are easy to install, deploy and modify. The suite integrates seamlessly with existing radio network systems and can be accessed at any time from industry-standard browsers.

Engineered to scale with changing mission needs, the hC2 Software Suite supports full interoperability with coalition partners and add-on modules for expanded C2 and ISR capabilities.

**Key Benefits:**
- Real-time COP shared up and down echelon
- Blue and Red Force Tracking
- Allows collaborative mission planning and coalition data interoperability
- Seamless integration with existing radio and network systems
- Intuitive, at-a-glance user interface
- Supports add-on modules for enhanced C2 and ISR capabilities.